TOP 12 REASONS TO BUY

DIGICERT SECURE SITE PRO

TLS/SSL Certificates

01 | PRIORITY VALIDATION FOR FASTER ISSUANCE
If patience isn’t your priority, then you need priority validation. Jump to the front of the line to issue your certificate as soon as possible.

02 | FIVE-STAR PRIORITY SUPPORT
Get a designated line for priority support that is available to help you anytime, day or night with the expertise to guide you through any scenario.

03 | INNOVATIVE DIGICERT SMART SEAL
Put the internet’s newest, most interactive, and up-to-date seal on your site. Prove that your site is genuine and authentic—without question.

04 | OPTIONAL NORTON SEAL
Powered by DigiCert, the Norton Seal is still one of the internet’s most hardest working seals and is available for you to A/B test for performance.

05 | REGULAR VULNERABILITY SCANNING
Get weekly reports to eliminate vulnerabilities and keep your network, equipment and applications secure from any weaknesses.

06 | UNLIMITED MALWARE & BLOCKLIST SCANNING
Proactively check your domain against 70+ malware or blocklists—as many times as you prefer—before your business or customers’ identity are at risk.

07 | ACTIVE CT LOG MONITORING
Ensure no one is impersonating your site and gain quick visibility of the TLS certificates issued for your domain with global monitoring against the CT logs.

08 | CONTINUOUS PCI COMPLIANCE SCANNING
Prepare your site for PCI compliance. Because your customers’ credit card data is at stake.

09 | MORE CHOICES AND OPTIONS
Need your certificate to be a wildcard or multi-domain for SANs? Want to lock in savings for up to six years? The choice is yours.

10 | GET THE INDUSTRY-LeADING WARRANTY
The highest industry warranty of $2 million. Secure your site from damages caused by an outage with added confidence.

11 | COMPREHENSIVE CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
Access your own secure dashboard to manage your entire inventory of certificates. Track, issue, install and automate with ease.

12 | POST-QUANTUM CRYPTO READINESS
Prepare for a post-quantum crypto world with our PQC toolkit. Because there’s no better time like the present to ensure your future security.